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I gave presentation in 1999, that True Children will divide the church, according to the Parallels of 

History. If they don't unite and overcome the historic-spiritual burden from OT and NT, they will repeat it 

and create divided kingdom. Unavoidably these feelings have to come on them. it's a spiritual law! 

 

In 1999, when I received that revelation, I believed that it's enough clear in the Principle, so even if 

spiritual influence comes they will easily recognize and overcome it. But as we know, when historic 

resentments comes on us, we easily forget the logic. Read How Trapped Emotions lead to Resentment 

and TRUE PARENTS DECLARATION: "All True Children must follow True Parents"  

 

Here I will explain few historical reasons for this division. 

 

1. TC had to undergo period of rejection by TP, in order to qualify, overcoming with the right heart and 

enter the realm of Perfection. Those who fail, as H1 and H2 created division. 

 

2. After the 120 years of United Kingdom starts the 400 period of Divided Kingdom, brought by the 

descendants. Meaning, 12 yrs (2000 - 2012), than Father will not be here, and children will divide. 

 

3. I will point few key moments, where Father made it clear that it may happen. Sure there are more 

examples that will come up with the time. Father said it in his prayer over H2, what's the solution. Father 

specified.. he will go Satan's side.. but in this age all is happening under God's control.. so want or don't 

want he will come back on God's side. 

 

Principle of Rejection before Perfection 

 

All the sons of True Parents had to be rejected and overcome. First Father put them in higher position.. 

Then they were rejected... Falling from the top is painful... Same feelings Lucifer couldn't overcome. True 

Parents pushed them this way, because that's the Principle. To reach perfection, become masters over the 

fallen angels, they had to overcome these same feelings. But even God cannot interfere with their own 

portion of responsibility. 

 

THE DIVISION came, because they failed, they couldn't overcome the heartistic pain and have chosen 

the Communist approach - rebellion (which is Lucifer's approach - the origin of the Four Fallen Natures). 

 

When H1 was rejected, H2 was in the position to win him with love - subjugate him by serving, with 

humble heart, so H1 can come to natural surrender. Didn't happen. So H2 had to go in his brother's 

position and be rejected himself. Can someone win and bring him to natural surrender? 

 

True Children (as Archangel) to connect to True Mother 

 

That's why Father explained, thatTrue Children 

(as Archangel)connect us to True Mother, she 

connects us to True Father. CSG1 p.1436, "You 

have to pass through the true sons and daughters, 

through True Mother, and through True Father.. 

returned to God through the archangel, the son of 

the archangel, True Mother, and True Father." 

That's the principle. Children unite with Mother, 

Mother connects them to Father. Because, Mother 

is the one that knows Father's heart and tradition 

better then them. 

 

It is clear that Hyungjin's rebellion is against 

Father, not as much against Mother as he pretends: 

 

HYUNGJIN Turning Against Everything Father Ever Said 

 

HYUNGJIN is the one denying CSG1 

 

12 yrs Coronation and Temple to restore 120 yrs United Kingdom 

 

What was central for the period of United Kingdom - 120 yrs? 

 



 

 

3 CORONATIONS and building the TEMPLE: 

 

What was central for the 12 yrs - 2000 to 2012? 

 

3 CORONATIONS and building the TEMPLE: 

 

At the end of this period Solomon failed! 

 

After the 120 yrs descendants of Charlemagne divided the Kingdom! 

 

After the 12 yrs Hyungjin divided UC 

 

Hyungjin failed to uphold the word in substance (True Parents) as his absolute and eternal Subject - no 

matter what, even if they fail.. he was still supposed to keep faith and protect them. 

 

Once REJECTED, he should have kept faith in the Principle.. that before entering Perfection, everyone 

has to go through such rejection, in order to overcome Satan's feelings of rebellion and become master 

over the fallen angels. 

 

Hyungjin failed to overcome the internal pain.. became faithless. His resentment is constantly coming 

through his speeches (hate talk and labeling). Even when he tries to talk positive things, soon he sifts to 

spiting against the FF and TM. This is enough evidence, that he is controlled by resentful feelings.. he 

could not dominate and overcome them. Therefore, he is not master over his body, evil spirits are. 

 

Parallel between Solomon and HyungJin 

 

Same like Solomon, Hyungjin was crowned with the responsibility to build the Temple and "serve God's 

will", thus, "enabling the Messianic ideal to be realized". Why Father anointed HgJN 3 times? Three 

appointments represent the Coronations of 3 kings - Saul, David and Solomon. But at the end Solomon 

(H2) failed, misled by satanic traditions. Replace Solomon with HyungJin in DP p. 429 and you'll read: 

 

"If at that time King Solomon (H2) had served God's will to the end, he could have unified all the Eastern 

countries.. he could have formed a worldwide territory enabling the Messianic ideal to be realized. 

However, due to the fall of King Solomon (H2), God had to work.. tearing down his monarchic society." 

DP p. 429 

 

Thus, because of Solomon's (HgJN's) failure the period of Divided Kingdom started. But what exactly 

was Solomon's (HgJN's) fault? We read, that he "was to realize God's Word... erect the temple... and exalt 

it" (DP p.413). "But because King Solomon (HgJN) worshiped the gentile gods.. the Kingdom was 

divided" (DP p. 416). If HyungJin was invaded by these evil angels, believing their lies, we can see the 

parallel with the 'spirit worshiping' in the Period of the Divided Kingdom. That explains Hyungjin's 

deviation under the influence of Christian and Humanistic ideologies. Influenced by other ideologies, 

Hyungjin was misled, first by Buddhism and later on by Christianity, to the point of using the Bible 

against basic Unificationist views. 

 

1. Christians used Bible to judge others - HJN uses Bible and TF's words the same way! 

 

2. Christian condemn others to Hell - yet have joyous heart that they are saved 

 

3. Christians brainwashed themselves repeating few quotes, neglecting all the rest 

 

HJN did the same with TF's words; repeating only chosen words of TF, 

 

(1) Only TF's words helping to elevate himself in a position 

 

(2) and any words of TF, allowing him to accuse other 

 

(3) Judges people, rather than liberating them from the evil spirits 

 

Instead of elevating and honoring The Substantial Temple (True Parents), Hyungjin lost faith, turned 

against, even denying True Parents. Claiming that Mother will go to Hell, similar to Ham's unforgivable 

act, he shared displeased emotions against her and stirred the same negative emotions in others - that's 

was Ham's unforgivable sin. 

 

Parallel with the United Kingdom 120 yrs 

 

After the 12 years (2000-2012) of Coronations and establishing the Temple, according to Divine 

Principle, TF will be in the Spiritual World and the children will bring division. Yes, Parallels of History 



 

 

seems to apply for our course too. Why? When LSA was not accepted in 1945, the 2000 yrs Christian 

history was taken by Satan. Thus humanity has to undergo parallel course of 200 yrs, to restore that 

failure. In God's Will and the World Father mentioned, that to restore the spiritual damage consequent 

from the Communism will take 200 yrs. In Father's view, Christianity failed after WWII, because they 

allowed Communist countries to become members of UN. 

 

We cannot deny, that we are going through the exact Parallel periods, with the exact internal meaning. 

Look at the exact numbers; 40 yrs (1920-1960) | 40 yrs (1960-2000) | 12 yrs (2000-2012) | From 2013 is 

the Age After the Coming of CIG, started Division. 

 

 
 

Only after 400 yrs of persecution, Israelites could exit Egipt (Satan's Realm) and enter in the Chosen 

Land (God's Realm). Similarly, only after 40 yrs persecution, in 1960 Father could substantially open the 

way to exit Satan's lineage and enter God's lineage, through the Blessing. Than followed 40 yrs period to 

expand the territory of the Blessing. Father specifically mentioned the importance of these 40 yrs - to 

bless minimum 400 mil. as a symbolic representation of Blessing the whole of Humanity. 

 

Than Father proclaimed the 12 yrs course with 4 yrs Formation, 4 yrs Growth and 4 yrs Completion. 

These 12 years correspond to the 120 years of establishing the Jewish Kingdom and 120 years of 

establishing the Christian Kingdom. After this 12 years (2000-2012) starts the Divided Kingdom, where 

the children divided it for the sake of separation of good and evil. 

 

We are in the Period of Divided Kingdom 

 

Once Christianity failed to accept Father as the Second Advent, the 6000 yrs of preparation were taken 

by Satan. The 3 periods of 2000 years are to be restored again in 200 yrs from Father's birth. The exact 

providential periods and their essential meaning prove that, beyond any possibility of doubt. 

 

 
 

In the Period of Divided Kingdom the kingdom already was started in the midst of the satanic culture. 

Thus, separation of good and evil was necessary. Since they failed to divide the evil ideological influence 

from their faith, they were invaded by the satanic ideologies and practices. God was obligated to carry the 

course of separation on good and evil, thus the kingdom divided. 

 

We are at the same point, CIG started, but we live in the satanic world. UC has to cleanse itself from all 

unprincipled influences - all the influence of Humanism, Selfishness, Negativity, Spirit Worshiping etc. 



 

 

On the other side, we now carry a substantial course of restoration, thus members unavoidably have to 

divide; those who reached FF and FS (their Sp.M. liberated) from those who failed in FF and FS (their 

Ph.M. dominant). 

 

H2 now clearly stands as a King of the Physical Mind, failed members, full with resentments, negativity. 

Who love gossiping, accusations and judging, because they are under evil sp.w. influence. This will not 

completely cleanse UC. We have to be clear, substantial nation on God's side cannot start with invaded 

people. 

 

This is not a joke! If in the period of Divided Kingdom the Able side does not separate itself from Evil, 

next comes the period of Exile for 21 yrs, for us. Period without CF until people learn that we should not 

follow CF, who often fail, but the Word as our Absolute Subject. 

 

We have to quickly complete 100% liberation of our ancestors, reach Mind and Body unity, and 

enter in the Completion stage of growth substantially (stage where we can sense spiritually 

everything and communicate with God freely). 

 

Influenced by other religions HJN deviated from the Principle 

 

There are enough signs that HJN was influenced by other religions and deviated from the Principle, not 

understanding TF's words: 

 

* Influenced by Christian historic misunderstandings, HJN talks against the Muslims - instead of uniting 

with TF's reaching and work to unite religions. Also, his sermons are centered on the Bible, rather than 

the Principle. 

 

* Influenced by Buddhist misunderstanding, HJN was teaching against the Four Realms of Heart - 

suggesting we should look at the opposite sex as funny, ugly, stupid so that we don't get tempted. How 

can that help learn pure brother-sister love? What kind of preparation is that for our attitude towards our 

spouse? 

 

* HJN was to exalt the Word; Instead of exalting the Principle as his guide and Subject, he puts himself 

over the Word and started changing and neglecting it. Even Father many times repeated, that he has to 

follow the Word absolutely as his Subject, and cannot deviate from it. Yet HJN claims title of a King and 

Central Figure, while denying all core Unification Principles; of Love, Unification, FPF etc. 

 

* HJN was to exalt True Parents (the Messianic Ideal) - yet, he invests all his energy to destroy the 

position of True Parents, by excluding True Mother from it. Teaching, she will not go to Heaven, but TF 

will erect another wife. In this way HJN neglects and destroys all TF's accomplishment and teachings. 

Can you accept that TF now hates TM from the sp. w.? They actually hesitate to answer if that means, TF 

is only on the level of Paradise. Gradually they are heading in direction to completely deny TF's position 

and ideal. 

 

HJN goes so far, as to deny the value of the Blessings TF has given, and use fear and treats to trigger the 

fallen nature of members, pushing them to doubt and be confused. HJN invests all his energy to destroy 

and divide UC. How is that good? 

 

* HJN was to exalt goodness - yet, he multiplies; Resentment, Fear, Threats, Confusion, Accusations, 

Division, Gossiping, Manipulation, Disrespect to Parents, Rebellion, Changing Tradition and Principles... 

these are the characteristics of SC. Is that good? No! Good is the opposite; Love, Unity, Harmony, 

Obedience, Respect. The Principle is clear, "History developed towards good by constantly... separating 

good from evil." (p. 426) All negative members, with unresolved Trapped Emotions are attracted to SC. 

 

Father's Warning 

 

If HJN denies True Parents you must not follow him 

 

That's why True Father knew that True Children may deviate and go against True Mother, after he is 

gone, so he asked HJN to proclaim this: 

 

"If HJN.. any of TC... If any 3rd gen., any Moon, future descendant, or relative to True Parents, denies 

True Parents - do not follow them." 

 

As you see, this is an eternal order, from True Father, that HJN didn't keep. If "any Moon", any "future 

descendant" violates that, we should not follow him, Father insisted. In CSG he said, "individuals and 

families.. must unite centering absolutely on the True Parents, first becoming as one with True Mother." 

p. 1575 

 



 

 

"If I deny True Parents.. proclaim myself a new center, you must not follow. Father particularly asked to 

be clear on this." HJN Read... 

 

Father pray HJN to take the resentment of all ages 

 

HJN takes the heavy burden of all the historic resentment on himself for the purpose of Returning 

Resurrection. When TF prayed over HJN's Inauguration, he prayed that their family course would involve 

gaining victory over resentment. 

 

"With this blessing prayer.. I am letting you know that.. when you become the owner of the word and.. 

approach its deeper content, you will discover the words "achieving victory over resentment." 

 

"Whose bitter pain are you relieving? It is the bitter pain of the cosmos, of heaven and earth. 

 

You have to overcome the bitter pain in the root, trunk and shoot, the resentment from three eras -- the 

Old, New and Completed Testament Ages. "Later you must go beyond the bitter pain of the realm of the 

heart of the fourth Adam." TF prayer 

 

Why this resentment will come? Father said, "You have to overcome... resentment of three eras - OT, NT, 

CT": True Father foretold in his prayer that all the pain and resentment from unresolved past sins will 

come upon this couple and they have to "achieve victory over resentment.".. "you must go beyond this 

bitter pain", Father told him, "Later you must go beyond," signifying that it will take some mathematical 

period of time, while these feelings of resentment are upon him. 

 

God warning Cain as TF warned HJN 

 

In a similar way God said to Cain, "sin is crouching at your door; it desires to have you, but you must rule 

over it." God foretold him of his part in this indemnity and said, " If you do what is right, will you not be 

accepted?" Genesis 4-7 

 

The very same way TF blessed HJN.. "the pain of this sin will come upon you, but you have to achieve 

victory over this historic resentment. I'll not be in the physical world to help you with that." Meaning, TF 

already has to be in the Spiritual World, but it's required Indemnity you will have to go trough. 

 

We have to understand Hyungjin's heart. He and Kookjin did so much with great heart. We love them. 

But going through the rejection, experiencing unresolved historic resentments, they had to humble 

themselves and keep faith, "If you do the right thing".. "gaining victory over resentment".. you will be 

accepted, you will be blessed, you will be allowed to enter the realm of God's Heart. The rejection was 

"God's Blessing in Disguise". 

 

However, as many great lecturers in the church, who faced such rejection (required by the Principle, 

before entering the realm of perfection - dominion over the angels), they lost faith, looked externally - 

blaming Father or Mother, who rejected them and thus failed. Looking at the situation from an external, 

humanistic perspective, they were invaded. 

 

No matter how much they are twisting and struggling to find the path out, the resentment is projecting 

from their hearts to those around them. With every effort in that direction they bring more and more 

disaster for God's providence - dividing the church and making members to resent each other. But there 

are providential reasons, why this failure was possible exactly at that historic stage. 

 

WE LIVE IN DIFFERENT REALITIES. In my world I see only CIG. Whatever happens is for the 

rest to come up to the level of citizens of CIG. Please accept anything that happens with gratitude... 

whatever you see and experience is just for you and it's fully God's love and salvation grace for you 

personally. IF YOU SEE NEGATIVE REALITY, THAT'S YOUR LEVEL, take responsibility, deal 

with it with good heart. 

 

 


